
Bonnie and Clyde

Bonnie and Clyde were a famous American couple in the early 20th century. The two were hardened
criminals who mainly performed robberies. They did occasionally commit murder to ward off law
enforcement officers. They also led a gang of other criminals who helped them in their activities.

The couple was romanticized and adored by the American population. This had a lot to do with the
fact that Bonnie was a young female criminal, which was unheard of in American society. Also, the
story of two brutal criminals who were in love was enthralling as well.

The couple and their gang managed to evade the law for years. They ran out of luck in 1934, when a
posse of law enforcement officers caught up with them. The officers ambushed the couple as they
were headed to visit a friend and shot them to their deaths.

Did you understand the text?

1) In which years were Bonnie and Clyde
famous?

The early 1700's
The mid-1800's
The early 1900's
The mid-1900's

a)
b)
c)
d)

2) In which country was the couple famous?

Canada

Germany

The United States of America

China

a)

b)

c)

d)

3) Why was the couple famous in the country?

Their brutal robberies
Their youth
Their good looks
The fact that Bonnie, a woman,
performed brutal crimes

a)
b)
c)
d)

4) In which year was the couple apprehended?

1774

1934

1882

1995

a)

b)

c)

d)

5) When was the couple ambushed?

As they were traveling to visit a
friend
As they were having lunch at a
restaurant
They were hiding in the forest
On their way home

a)

b)

c)
d)

6) What did the officers do upon catching the
criminals?

They took them to the station

They shot them dead

They let them go

They did not catch the criminals

a)

b)

c)

d)

Source: https://lingua.com/english/reading/bonnie-and-clyde/ 
Solution: 1) c 2) c 3) d 4) b 5) a 6) b 
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